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[1] A statistical study of flux ropes and traveling compression regions (TCRs) during
the Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms second tail
season has been performed. A combined total of 135 flux ropes and TCRs in the range
GSM X ∼ −14 to −31 RE were identified, many of these occurring in series of two
or more events separated by a few tens of seconds. Those occurring within 10 min of
each other were combined into aggregated reconnection events. For the purposes of this
survey, these are most likely the products of reconnection occurring simultaneously at
multiple, closely spaced x‐lines as opposed to statistically independent episodes of
reconnection. The 135 flux ropes and TCRs were grouped into 87 reconnection events;
of these, 28 were moving tailward and 59 were moving Earthward. The average location
of the near‐Earth x‐line determined from statistical analysis of these reconnection events
is (XGSM, Y*GSM) = (−30RE, 5RE), where Y* includes a correction for the solar
aberration angle. A strong east‐west asymmetry is present in the tailward events, with
>80% being observed at GSM Y* > 0. Our results indicate that the Earthward flows are
similarly asymmetric in the midtail region, becoming more symmetric inside −18 RE.
Superposed epoch analyses indicate that the occurrence of reconnection closer to the
Earth, i.e., X > −20 RE, is associated with elevated solar wind velocity and enhanced
negative interplanetary magnetic field BZ. Reconnection events taking place closer to
the Earth are also far more effective in producing geomagnetic activity, judged by the
AL index, than reconnection initiated beyond X ∼ −25 RE.

Citation: Imber, S. M., J. A. Slavin, H. U. Auster, and V. Angelopoulos (2011), A THEMIS survey of flux ropes and traveling
compression regions: Location of the near‐Earth reconnection site during solar minimum, J. Geophys. Res., 116, A02201,
doi:10.1029/2010JA016026.

1. Introduction

[2] As described by the near‐Earth neutral line model of
substorms [Hones, 1977; Baker et al., 1996], the erosion of
magnetic flux at the dayside magnetopause results in an
increase in tail lobe flux and a thinning of the cross‐tail
current sheet leading to reconnection at one or more loca-
tions. Initially, reconnection involves only highly stretched,
closed field lines and proceeds slowly. Flux ropes (FRs) are
formed between the reconnection sites, as shown in Figure 1
[Hesse et al., 1996; Shay et al., 2003]. The nonzero BY in
the plasma sheet causes these structures to have helical
topologies with a core field oriented largely in the dawn‐
dusk direction. Ion tearing‐based models of multiple x‐line
reconnection have one x‐line outpacing the others and
eventually reconnecting lobe field lines. The high Alfven

speed in the lobes causes the reconnection rate at this x‐line
(now called the dominant x‐line) to increase significantly,
resulting in x‐lines and flux ropes on either side of this site
being swept away from it, toward the Earth, or down the tail
[Schindler, 1974; Slavin et al., 2003, 2005; Sitnov et al.,
2009].
[3] Traveling compression regions (TCRs) are compres-

sions in the lobe magnetic field that have been observed to
travel both Earthward and tailward at speeds of a few hun-
dred kilometers per second. Slavin et al. [1984] proposed that
these are caused by flux ropes which locally enhance the
plasma sheet thickness, compressing the lobe field (Figure 1).
Flux ropes and TCRs have been studied extensively in the
near tail using spacecraft such as Geotail and Cluster [e.g.,
Slavin et al., 1998, 2005; Eastwood et al., 2005], in the
midtail using IMP‐8 [e.g., Taguchi et al., 1998], and in the
distant tail using ISEE‐3 and Geotail [e.g., Sibeck et al.,
1984; Slavin et al., 1993; Kawano et al., 1994].
[4] Dawn‐dusk asymmetries in the observations of a

variety of reconnection‐related signatures have been reported
previously. Nakamura et al. [1991] showed an asymmetric
distribution of high‐speed plasma sheet flows in Active
Magnetospheric Particle Tracer Explorers Ion Release
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Module data between 10 and 19 RE downtail and attributed it
to the orbit of the observing spacecraft. Angelopoulos et al.
[1994] observed a small bias toward dusk when observing
Earthward and tailward high‐speed plasma sheet flows in
ISEE 2 data and put forward the explanation that diamagnetic
drifts caused by Earthward particle pressure gradients skew
the observations. More recently, Slavin et al. [2005] per-
formed a statistical study of Cluster magnetic field data and
observed significantly more TCRs on the dusk side of the tail
than on the dawn side in the region X > −20 RE. Raj et al.
[2002] used Wind data to show an asymmetric distribution
of Earthward bulk flows that were displaced toward dusk. Of
51 flows identified, 50 were within X > −15 RE, and 41 were
displaced toward dusk. Nagai and Machida [1998] have
shown an asymmetric distribution of both tailward‐ and
Earthward‐moving flow bursts observed by Geotail in the
region −10 to −50 RE. Nagai et al. [1998] showed that tail-
ward fast flows related to substorm onsets were most fre-
quently observed on the dusk side, although they also
observed that Earthward flows in the region −30 < X < −5 RE

appear to be symmetric. A summary of these results is pre-
sented in Table 1.
[5] The Time History of Events and Macroscale Interac-

tions during Substorms (THEMIS) mission consists of five
spacecraft launched in February 2007 into equatorial orbits
[Sibeck and Angelopoulos, 2008]. The outer pair of space-
craft had apogees at −20 and −31 RE during this period that
corresponded to an orbital period of 2 and 4 days, respec-
tively. One advantageous feature of the equatorial orbit of
the THEMIS spacecraft is that they spend an equal amount
of time in the dawn and dusk sectors per orbit, therefore any
asymmetry is unlikely to be due to orbital bias.
[6] In this study, we identify flux ropes and TCRs in the

outer pair of THEMIS spacecraft and thereby determine the
statistical location of the reconnection site in the tail. These

measurements are of particular interest because they occur
during the quietest solar minimum of recent decades, with a
50 year low in solar wind pressure and no sunspots observed
on 78 of the first 90 days of 2009. This resulted in extremely
low solar wind velocities and interplanetary magnetic field
strengths. These rare conditions provide an opportunity to
study tail dynamics under low dayside driving conditions.

2. General Features of Flux Ropes, Dipolarization
Fronts, and Traveling Compression Regions

[7] Three types of magnetic structures generated by
reconnection in the magnetotail are outlined in this section:
dipolarization fronts (DFs), flux ropes, and traveling com-
pression regions. Figure 2 shows an example of each
structure taken from the literature, Figure 2a is a dipolar-
ization observed by THEMIS D [from Runov et al., 2009],
Figure 2b is a flux rope observed by Geotail [from Slavin
et al., 2003], and Figure 2c is a TCR observed by Cluster
[from Slavin et al., 2005]. Figures 2a–2c show the GSM X,
Y and Z components of the magnetic field and the total field
at the bottom. The vertical and horizontal scales are identical
in each panel.
[8] DFs in the tail are generated by the pileup of field

lines in the near‐Earth region ahead of reconnection‐driven
bursty bulk flows (BBFs) [e.g., Hesse et al., 1996]. The total
signature is only a few seconds long and is characterized by
a large increase in the BZ component of the magnetic field.
In some cases, DFs may be preceded by a small negative BZ.
This negative BZ has been attributed to a sudden late growth
phase increase in the cross‐tail current intensity [Ohtani et al.,
1992].
[9] Flux ropes are helical magnetic structures formed

between pairs of x‐lines. They are characterized by a bipolar
BZ signature, coincident with a peak in the BY component
corresponding to the strong core field (Figure 2b). The total

Figure 1. A schematic to show the formation of multiple x‐lines in the magnetotail in the GSM X‐Z
plane.

Table 1. A Summary of Observations of the East‐West Location of Reconnection‐Related Flows and Structures in the Tail

Author Spacecraft Tail Region (RE) Reconnection Phenomena Earthward Flow Tailward Flow

Nagai et al. [1998] Geotail 10–30 Flow bursts Symmetric Skewed to dusk
Nagai and Machida [1998] Geotail 10–20 Convection flows Skewed to dusk Skewed to dusk
Nakamura et al. [1991] AMPTE IRMa 10–19 Plasma sheet flows Skewed to dusk N/A
Slavin et al. [2005] Cluster 11–19 FR/TCRsa Skewed to dusk Skewed to dusk
Angelopoulos et al. [1994] ISEE 2 Inside 22 RE Plasma sheet flows Small skew to dusk Small skew to dusk
Raj et al. [2002] Wind Mostly inside 15 RE Convective flows Skewed to dusk N/A

aAMPTE IRM, Active Magnetospheric Particle Tracer Explorers Ion Release Module; FR, flux rope; TCRs, traveling compression regions.
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field strength therefore also maximizes at the center of the
bipolar signature. In situ observations of flux ropes have
been made as close as 14 RE [e.g., Slavin et al., 2003] and as
far downtail as 220 RE [e.g., Hones et al., 1984; Moldwin
and Hughes, 1992]; however, they are most frequently
formed in the near‐tail region (20–30 RE downtail) in agree-
ment with the near‐Earth neutral linemodel [e.g.,Nagai et al.,
1998]. The duration of a flux rope is measured from the
minimum to the maximum of the bipolar BZ signature and
typically ranges from ∼30 s in the near tail to ∼1–2 min in
the distant tail [Ieda et al., 1998; Slavin et al., 2003]. Flux
ropes can be observed moving Earthward or tailward and are
generally embedded in a region of high speed flow and high
plasma beta.
[10] DFs observed in spacecraft data are distinguished

from Earthward‐moving flux ropes by (1) their short dura-
tion: ∼1 s rise time [e.g., Sergeev et al., 2009; Runov et al.,
2009] as opposed to ∼10 s of seconds for flux ropes, (2)
their lack of a well‐defined ±BZ followed by continued
positive BZ attributed to lobe reconnection, and (3) their
lack of a strong BY “core” field centered on the ±BZ signature.
In addition, Earthward propagating flux ropes are generally
observed in the plasma sheet tailward of X ∼ −14 RE [Slavin
et al., 2003], whereas dipolarization fronts are have their
greatest amplitude and are most frequently observed near the
flow braking region, ∼−10 RE [e.g., Saito et al., 2010].
[11] TCRs are observed by spacecraft located in the lobes

of the tail and are generated by the motion of a flux rope
traveling in the plasma sheet beneath the spacecraft. The
compression of the lobe field lines generates a peak in both
the BX component of the magnetic field and the total field
strength as well as a bipolar signature in the BZ component.
If sufficient plasma is present in the lobes, a ±VZ signature
may be observed as the flux tubes are displaced upward and
downward by the passage of the underlying flux rope [e.g.,
Kawano et al., 1994]. The typical example displayed in
Figure 2c shows that the TCR signature is generally much
smaller in magnitude and slightly longer in duration than the
flux rope signature.

3. THEMIS Observations of FRs and TCRs

[12] The orbits of the THEMIS spacecraft were adjusted
prior to the second tail season such that both spacecraft
spent more time in or near the neutral sheet. We have
therefore focused our statistical study on this second tail
season and identified both flux ropes and TCRs in the
THEMIS B and C magnetic field and plasma data during the
time period December 2008 to April 2009. Conjunctions
between this outermost pair of spacecraft were identified
when both were within 20 RE in GSM Y from the center of
the tail. In addition, B and C were required to be at least 20
and 14 RE downtail, respectively.
[13] Magnetic field data at 3 s (spin) resolution in 10 min

duration segments [Auster et al., 2008] were visually in-
spected to identify flux ropes and TCRs. The magnetic
signature used to identify a flux rope in this study is a
bipolar variation in the BZ component passing through BZ =
0, at the center of which is an enhancement in the BY

component corresponding to the strong core field of the flux
rope. This core field is also seen as a peak in the total field,
B. These signatures are often accompanied by fast plasma

sheet flows and a corresponding high plasma beta. These
plasma signatures were not required, however, because they
are very sensitive to how deeply the spacecraft penetrate
into the flux rope. These selection criteria are similar to
previous statistical flux rope studies such as those by
Moldwin and Hughes [1992], Ieda et al. [1998], Slavin et al.
[2003], and Henderson et al. [2006]. Most recently, criteria
similar to these have been used to identify plasmoids at
Mercury [Slavin et al., 2009], Jupiter [Kronberg et al., 2007;
Vogt et al., 2010], and Saturn [Hill et al., 2008; Jackman
et al., 2007].
[14] A TCR is defined in this study by a bipolar DBZ

signature relative to the background field, which is generally
biased positive or negative because of tail flaring. The BZ

signature is therefore frequently displaced from BZ = 0, and
the signature used is ±DBZ [see Taguchi et al., 1996]. The
compression of the lobes by the underlying flux rope is
characterized by an enhancement in the BX component and a
peak in the total field, B. No corresponding VX or plasma
beta enhancement is expected unless the spacecraft
encounter skims the outer layers of the flux rope and the
surrounding plasma sheet boundary layer [e.g., Slavin et al.,
2005]. All TCRs in this study had a compression ratio
DB
.
B

� �
of >1%, and the selection criteria outlined above are

in agreement with previous studies by Taguchi et al. [1996]
and Slavin et al. [2005].
[15] The 3 s resolution of the data and the visual inspec-

tion of 10 min intervals impose limits on the duration of
events selected. The duration of a flux rope or TCR is
defined as the time between the minimum and maximum of
the BZ signature. The shortest event accepted in this study
has a duration set by the Nyquist condition of 6 s, while
events up to 5 min in duration would also be readily iden-
tified. In practice, all events fall between 6 and 110 s.
[16] An example of a flux rope observed by the fluxgate

magnetometer on THEMIS C is in Figure 3(left). During
this time period, the instrument was in burst mode, taking
measurements at 128 vectors/s. A clear bipolar signature
passing through BZ = 0 is evident in Figure 3c, coincident
with an enhancement in the BY component and the total
field (Figures 3b and 3d) marked by a vertical dashed line.
The sense of the BZ variation, south then north (SN), in-
dicates that it is traveling Earthward, and the duration is 6.2 s.
The plasma beta is ∼0.2, and the spacecraft is observing fast
Earthward flow (∼400 km/s) as measured by the electrostatic
analyzer instrument [McFadden et al., 2008]. An example of
a TCR signature observed by THEMIS B is displayed in
Figure 3(right), which is a 4 min interval of magnetic field
data. A bipolar BZ signature is observed, first north then
south (NS) with a peak‐to‐peak duration of 45 s. This is
coincident with a peak in BX signifying lobe compression.
The plasma data are not displayed as the spacecraft is deep in
the lobes and the plasma is too tenuous to be measured.
[17] Based on the selection criteria outlined above, 135 flux

ropes and TCRs were identified in the data. If two signatures
were identified within 10 min of each other, then these were
classified as a single reconnection interval as they are likely
to have been formed near‐simultaneously because of
reconnection at multiple x‐lines. We chose 10 min because
this was identified by Angelopoulos et al. [1994] and Nagai
et al. [1998] as the characteristic time scale for reconnection
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in the tail. By these criteria, the 135 FR/TCRs correspond to
a total of 87 individual reconnection events. The occurrence
distribution of the time between flux ropes within a group is
displayed in Figure 4. Of the 48 flux ropes/TCRs that were
grouped together, 32 were observed within 2 min of another
event, and an additional 11 were observed within 5 min. The
average separation of successive FR/TCRs in a group is
2.5 min, and only on five occasions is the separation greater
than 5 min. We have investigated changing the threshold
time between events and find that even if we shortened this
time to 5 min [after Nakamura et al., 2001] or extended the
time to over 15 min [after Slavin et al., 1993, 2005] we get
very similar results.
[18] Twenty‐eight of the 87 reconnection events were

observed traveling tailward (an NS signature), and 59 were
traveling Earthward (SN). Previous studies of flux ropes and
TCRs with Geotail [e.g., Slavin et al., 2003] have produced
roughly equal numbers of SN and NS events in the region
X ∼ −14 to −31 RE. This bias toward Earthward propagation
can be easily understood when the THEMIS orbits are
considered. The inner spacecraft that would be expected
to predominantly observe Earthward‐moving events has a
2 day orbit, while the most distant spacecraft has a 4 day
orbit and would be expected to observe predominantly tail-
ward‐moving (NS) flux ropes and TCRs. Figure 5a shows
the number of hours the spacecraft spent at each GSM X
location. A larger number of SN signatures is expected in
this study given the number of hours spent within −20 RE,
and the ratio of the SN to NS signatures is therefore in
approximate agreement with previous studies. It must be
stressed, however, that the location of the reconnection site is
not expected to be steady for any significant amount of time

despite the low solar activity during this period. This is
reflected in the fact that both spacecraft frequently observed
both SN and NS flux ropes, as described in more detail
below.

4. Analysis

4.1. The Average Location of the Near Earth Neutral
Line

[19] Previous studies have used a variety of methods to
determine the location of the reconnection site, such as
observations of highly energetic electrons [Nagai et al., 2005]
and high‐speed plasma flow [e.g., Hones and Schindler,
1979; Nishida et al., 1981; Angelopoulos et al., 1994].
Most of these previous studies have placed it in the range −15
to −30 RE [see review by Nagai, 2006]. Assuming that, on
average, the x‐line is somewhere in this range, it would be
expected that the majority of observations within ∼20 RE

would be of the SN type (Earthward moving). The ratio of

Figure 4. The occurrence distribution of the number of
minutes between flux ropes or TCRs grouped together into
single reconnection intervals.

Figure 5. (a) A histogram of the number of hours that
THEMIS B and C spent between GSM X = −14 and
−31 RE. (b) The number of reconnection events observed
in each GSM bin of width 2 RE. (c) The number of events
observed per hour of observation time (*100). (d) The per-
centage of events in each bin that are NS (blue) and SN
(red). The lines are linear fits to the data points.
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SN‐to‐NS observations will decrease with increasing dis-
tance from the Earth such that eventually equal numbers are
observed at the average location of the reconnection site.
Beyond that location, we would expect to observe more NS
flux ropes and TCRs. Figure 5b shows the total number of
reconnection events observed in each GSM X bin of 2 RE

width. The number of events per hour of observation time is
shown in Figure 5c (multiplied by a factor of 100), showing
a falloff in the number of events within −18 RE. This is
expected as the x‐line rarely forms within this location, and
therefore NS FR/TCRs are not frequently observed this close
to the Earth. In addition, Earthward‐moving FRs will
reconnect with the Earth’s dipolar field, which may also
reduce the total number of FRs/TCRs observed closest to the
Earth. Beyond −26 RE, the number of events per hour fluc-
tuates about a mean value of approximately 0.04 per hour.
[20] Figure 5d displays the percentage of NS and SN flux

ropes/TCRs in each 2 RE bin such that each individual bin
sums to 1. Linear fits to the data have been plotted in red for
the SN and blue for the NS events. It is clear from Figure 5d
that, as expected, in the near‐Earth region nearly all of the
observations are of Earthward (SN) FR/TCRs. The ratio of
SN‐to‐NS observations becomes equal somewhere in the
region of −30 RE, and we therefore estimate that the average
location of the near‐Earth reconnection site is at this loca-
tion. If we assume that the distribution of locations is
approximately Gaussian about a mean position, then this
average location, −30 RE, is also the most probable location
of the reconnection site. If the distribution is skewed or
multipeaked, however, then the average location may not be
the most probable. The linear fits to the data appear to be
very good, therefore we have some confidence in this result.
Unlike previous studies, which have either placed the
reconnection site within a large range in the X direction or
have only estimated its occurrence frequency beyond the
spacecraft apogee, Figure 5d can be used to estimate the
likelihood of reconnection taking place Earthward or tail-
ward of any location in the range −14 to −31 RE.
[21] Nagai et al. [2005] placed the average location of

the reconnection site between −20 and −30 RE, while
Slavin et al. [2005] placed the reconnection site tailward of
the Cluster apogee (−19 RE) 80% of the time. The extremely
quiet solar activity during THEMIS tail campaigns is the
most likely reason for the reconnection site being located
further downtail than during more active times. This is dis-
cussed in further detail below.

4.2. The Influence of Upstream Conditions

[22] The solar wind conditions have been shown to
modulate the low‐latitude dayside reconnection rate [e.g.,
Kan and Lee, 1979], and this in turn determines the amount
of open flux (and the stress level) in the tail. Ultimately, this
would be expected to influence the location of the near‐
Earth reconnection site. Slavin et al. [2005] surveyed TCRs
using Cluster data and found that the average intensity of the
lobe field during tailward‐moving TCR observations at X >
−19 RE was ∼32 nT while for Earthward TCRs it was
∼27 nT. Nagai et al. [2005] demonstrated a weak depen-
dence of the location of the x‐line on solar wind electric field,
VXBZ, and no dependence on solar wind pressure. They also
found a higher average solar wind speed for the near‐tail
(X > −25 RE) compared to the more distant x‐lines (−25 >

X > −31 RE). In our study, the exact location of the x‐line
is not known; however, it is possible to bin together all
observations of NS (tailward‐moving) flux ropes and TCRs
within X = −20 RE and determine the average solar wind
conditions that led to the initiation of reconnection within
this region. These results can then be compared with the
average solar wind conditions leading to reconnection tail-
ward of −25 RE by considering all Earthward‐moving flux
ropes and TCRs that were observed beyond that distance.
[23] Figure 6a presents a superposed epoch analysis of

the solar wind speed for each of these cases, along with the
interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) BZ component and the
solar wind pressure for 1 hour before and 30 min after t0
(the time of the event observation). It is possible that
reconnection was initiated several minutes prior to the
observation of the flux rope or TCR in some cases, so t0 is
not the exact time of reconnection onset. The dotted line is
upstream data corresponding to cases in which reconnection
was known to have been initiated within −20 RE (5 NS
events identified within −20 RE), whereas the solid line is
for events in which reconnection took place beyond −25 RE

(19 SN events beyond −25 RE). The near‐Earth reconnec-
tion events appear to be related to solar wind speeds ∼30–
50 km/s higher than the midtail events. The near‐Earth
events also appear to be associated with periods of more
strongly southward IMF orientation, particularly between
t = −45 and −15 min. Combining these results, this is an
indication that prior to reconnection onset in the near‐Earth
region, the solar wind driving (given by VBZ for southward
IMF) is higher than for onset in the midtail region. Finally,
there does not appear to be any dependence on the solar wind
pressure. Our results show good agreement with Nagai et al.
[2005], who also suggest that reconnection onsets nearer the
Earth are related to periods when the recent solar wind
driving conditions on the dayside are higher.
[24] The average location of the dominant x‐line during

the time period encompassed in this study was found to be
further tailward than most previous estimates [see review by
Nagai, 2006]. One likely explanation for this is that these
observations were made during an extended period of
reduced solar activity that is correlated with lower solar
wind driving. The above result suggests that this will lead to
an average reconnection location further downtail than
during more active times.
[25] To put these data into context, a superposed epoch

analysis of the THEMIS BZ measurements are presented in
Figures 6d and 6e for all 59 SN and 28 NS events. The
typical bipolar signature of a flux rope/TCR is clearly evi-
dent at t0 and was a key signature by which the events were
selected. The SN signature in Figure 6d does not pass
through zero, indicating that a significant portion of the
events were TCRs as opposed to flux ropes. The NS sig-
nature in Figure 6e does go through zero, however, therefore
a higher percentage of the observed events were flux ropes.
This could be because the average diameter of the NS flux
ropes was larger than that of the SN flux ropes such that a
spacecraft near the neutral sheet would be more likely to
sample the flux rope rather than the associated lobe com-
pression. The relative orbits of the THEMIS spacecraft may
also have caused this difference, particularly if the tailward
spacecraft was more frequently located in or near the neutral
sheet.
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4.3. Substorm Association

[26] Flux ropes and TCRs have been shown to be asso-
ciated with enhanced geomagnetic activity as measured by
chains of ground‐based magnetometers [e.g., Slavin et al.,
2005]. This is to be expected as flux ropes are formed by
reconnection, the same process in the near‐tail that leads to
auroral activity and enhancement of the electrojet currents.
Thirty‐six of 87 events identified here can be associated
with enhanced geomagnetic activity as identified using the
AL index (AL < −100 nT). It should be noted that the AL
index can miss significant electrojet enhancements because
of poor spatial coverage of the auroral region.
[27] Figure 7 shows two additional examples of events

included in this study. An NS flux rope observed by
THEMIS C is shown in Figures 7b–7f. Velocity data were
not available for this interval; however, plasma beta was
>1.7, indicating that the spacecraft was located in the outer
edge of the plasma sheet, and there is an enhancement in BY

coincident with the bipolar signature in BZ. Finally, the BZ

signature passes through zero, which is another criteria for a

flux rope. The observing spacecraft was located at −19 RE,
therefore the x‐line was formed Earthward of this location.
A 4 h interval of AL data for 4 March 2009 is plotted in
Figure 7 (top), and it is clear that this flux rope was observed
during a period of enhanced geomagnetic activity.
[28] Figures 7h–7k show an SN TCR, which formed

tailward of the location of THEMIS B, 27 RE downtail, on
23 February 2009. The corresponding AL index for a
4 h period is shown in Figure 7g and demonstrates that
this TCR was formed during an extremely quiet interval
and did not appear to generate any enhancement in the
auroral electrojets.
[29] Of a total of five events in the near‐Earth group, three

are associated with enhanced geomagnetic activity (as
defined by AL < −100 nT). Of the 19 events in the further‐
downtail category, only 4 events can be related to active
times. Figure 8 is a superposed epoch analysis of the AL
index for 60 min before and after the observation of the flux
ropes/TCRs at t0. If a string of flux ropes are observed, t0 is
taken as the time of observation of the first one. As before,

Figure 6. Superposed epoch analyses of the upstream solar wind conditions 60 min before to 30 min
after the event identification in the THEMIS spacecraft data (a) solar wind speed, (b) IMF BZ, and
(c) solar wind pressure. The dotted line is the data corresponding to the 5 events when reconnection
was known to have been initiated in the near‐tail region, whereas the solid line is for the 19 midtail
events. (d and e) Superposed epoch analyses of the THEMIS magnetic field BZ component for all
59 SN and 28 NS events.

Figure 7. (a) The AL index for a 4 h interval on 4 March 2009. (b–f) An NS flux rope observed by THEMIS C on the same
day. (g) The AL index for a 4 h interval on 23 February 2009. (h–k) An SN TCR observed by THEMIS B on the same day.
A vertical dashed line in each figure marks the center of the signature. The magnetic field data have the same format as that
in Figure 2.
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the dotted line is for the 5 events in which reconnection took
place within −20 RE, whereas the solid line is for the 19
events in which reconnection was initiated beyond −25 RE.
It is clear that more enhanced geomagnetic activity is
observed when reconnection was initiated closer to the
Earth. This result confirms that obtained in a statistical study
by Miyashita et al. [2004], who used in situ Geotail mea-
surements to show that for intense substorms the region of
southward magnetic field associated with the plasmoid, as
well as the first decrease in the total pressure are observed
closer to the Earth. The t0 is located just as the AL index is
beginning to fall more steeply, indicating that the events
tend to be observed during the expansion phase of a sub-
storm. In contrast, reconnection taking place in the midtail
region (in Figure 8, solid black trace) does not appear to
have a significant impact on geomagnetic activity levels.

4.4. The Dawn‐Dusk Location of the Reconnection Site

[30] The location and extent of the reconnection site in the
dawn‐dusk direction is a matter of some controversy, with
the majority of (but not all) studies reporting asymmetric
reconnection signatures in the east‐west direction (Table 1).
Figure 9a displays the number of events observed per hour
of observation time (multiplied by a factor of 100) against
the GSM Y* location of the observing spacecraft. The GSM
Y locations have been corrected (Y*) for a solar aberration
angle of 4°. A dashed vertical line is plotted through Y* = 0
to guide the eye. There is an obvious asymmetry in the
observations, with 81% of all flux ropes/TCRs observed in
the dusk sector. The mean location of the observing
spacecraft was Y* = 5RE. The solid black line is a Gaussian
fit to the data; the peak of the Gaussian is at Y* = 7.0 RE,
and the full‐width at half‐maximum is 15.5 RE.

[31] Figure 9b shows the location of the observing
spacecraft in the GSM X‐Y* plane, with red crosses for SN
and blue crosses for NS events, and the dashed line marks

Figure 8. A superposed epoch analysis of the geomagnetic AL index from 60 min before until 60 min
after the time at which the event was observed at THEMIS (t0). The dashed line is for the 5 near‐tail
events, whereas the solid line is the 19 mid‐tail events.

Figure 9. (a) The location of the spacecraft for all 87 FR/
TCR observations in the GSM X‐Y* plane (where Y* is
GSM Y with a solar aberration angle correction). The dashed
line marks Y* = 0. (b) The number of events per hour (*100)
observed binned by the GSM Y* location of the observing
spacecraft. The vertical dashed line is at Y* = 0, and the black
curve is a Gaussian fit to the data.
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Y* = 0. The distribution is clearly broad and very skewed
toward dusk beyond X = −20 RE; however, it narrows
between −18 and −20 RE. Earthward of this location, the
distribution broadens significantly, and the SN population
appears to become more symmetric. Any asymmetry
observed in the number of flux ropes identified is unlikely to
be due to orbital or seasonal effects.
[32] We interpret the midtail asymmetry in both the

Earthward and tailward moving FR/TCRs as being due to
the reconnection site being preferentially located in the dusk
as opposed to the dawn sector, although it is not clear why
this should be the case. It is most likely associated with the
tendency for ions to drift duskward within the plasma sheet.
We postulate that the shift toward a more symmetric FR/
TCR population within ∼18 RE is due to the diversion of the
flow around the flux pileup region in the near‐tail.
[33] No statistical in situ study of the length of flux ropes

has yet been possible as this requires simultaneous multi-
point measurements. In this study, we have assumed that the
length of the earthward‐moving and tailward‐moving flux
ropes are the same and do not change with time.
[34] The onset of substorms in the inner magnetosphere is

also known to be asymmetric, with the auroral onset pre-
dominantly in the premidnight sector, later expanding azi-
muthally as the substorm develops [e.g., Frey et al., 2004].
Ieda et al. [2001] used Geotail and Polar data to show the
ionospheric footprint of plasmoids (observed between 21
and 29 RE downtail) map closely to the location of auroral
brightenings. Fairfield et al. [1999] also used Geotail and
Polar data to show that high‐velocity Earthward flow bursts
observed by Geotail in the region 10–15 RE downtail can be
associated with auroral brightenings occurring very close to
the footprint of the Geotail location. Contrary to these results,
Nakamura et al. [2001] showed that Earthward flows in the
region 10–30 RE downtail map to regions 0.4 magnetic local
time (MLT) east of auroral expansions. The rapidly changing
magnetic field line configuration in the tail during recon-
nection renders accurate mapping of the THEMIS location to
the ionosphere unreliable; however, an estimate using the
average values of (XGSM, YGSM) = (−30RE, 5RE) gives a
value of ∼23 MLT. This is in agreement with the average
auroral onset location of 23 MLT reported in a statistical
study of IMAGE auroral data by Frey et al. [2004].

5. Conclusions

[35] We have identified 135 flux ropes/TCRs corre-
sponding to 87 individual reconnection intervals using the
outermost pair of THEMIS spacecraft. These observations
were made during the second THEMIS tail season, which
corresponded to a period of extremely low solar activity
with slow solar wind velocity and low magnetic field
strength. The ratio of Earthward to tailward moving events
is used to determine that the average location of the near‐
Earth neutral line is GSM X = −30 RE. This result is toward
the tailward edge of previous estimates. We use superposed‐
epoch analysis to demonstrate that reconnection onset in the
midtail (X < −25 RE) is associated with slightly lower solar
wind speed and less negative BZ (i.e., weaker dayside
driving) than for the near‐tail (X > −20 RE). We therefore
suggest that the quiet solar wind conditions produced during
the extended solar minimum resulted in the average recon-

nection site moving further downtail than during active
times.
[36] The implication of the x‐line location on the geo-

magnetic response has also been investigated. We have
shown that reconnection closer to the Earth is related to
enhanced geomagnetic activity (as measured by the AL
index); however, when reconnection is initiated beyond
−25 RE, the geomagnetic response appears to be lower.
[37] The location and extent of the reconnection site in the

dawn‐dusk direction has been addressed by previous studies
of reconnection signatures such as BBFs and flux ropes.
Most of these have concluded that the reconnection site is
more frequently located in the dusk sector (Table 1) although
there is no consistent explanation for this bias. The distri-
bution of our events in the east‐west direction is significantly
skewed toward dusk with a mean location of Y* = 5.0 RE.
We find that the Earthward‐moving events are skewed
toward dusk beyond −18 RE, but in contrast to previous
studies, our distribution of Earthward events becomes more
symmetric within −18 RE. It is not clear what causes this;
however, we postulate this effect could be due to the flux
ropes slowing and being diverted around the flux pileup
region. The average location of the reconnection site in the
premidnight sector is in good agreement with auroral
observations of substorm onset.
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02099, DLR contract 50 OC 0302, and C. W. Carlson and J. P. McFadden
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